Legibility & Expression
Directions Poster
Student Samples
Follow your human around the house. Especially into bathrooms. Radomly attack your human.

NEVER respond to your name. If things don't go your way, BITE!

Sleep All Day. When it's only the morning. Wait in the box. Get in the box. Destroy in the box. Find a box. Knock it on the floor if it isn't already on the floor.

HOW to be a CAT.
How to be a CAT

Sleep All Day

Follow your human around the house.
Especially into bathrooms.
Randomly attack your human.

NEVER respond to your name.
If things don’t go your way, BITE!

Find a box
Stalk the box
Get in the box
Wait for new box
Destroy the box

Knock it on the floor if it isn’t already on the floor.
Find a box
Stalk the box
Get in the box
Destroy the box
Wait for new box
Box

How to be a CAT

Sleep All Day

Follow your human around the house. Especially into bathrooms.

Randomly attack your human
NEVER respond to your name

If it isn't already on the floor, knock it on the floor!
If things don't go your way, BITE!
Decisions

To Go To Mexico or Not

Concerns

Life-Changing

museums

Understanding History

Speak Spanish

ART

Drawing, Collage, Printmaking, and More

New People, New Adventures

Teach others, Learn More

Song "The Note"

Music: J. Hardy

Life Changing
Life Changing Concerns

Decisions TO GO TO MEXICO OR NO

Museums

ART

Speak Spanish

Understanding history

Everything is everything

Too excited to focus?
Maybe I’m not an artist?
Maybe it’s too hard, nothing?
Will I learn to speak Spanish?
What’s to use?
Everything? "What’s everything?"
Everyday is everything.
INTOXICATION & ADDICT
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE = CHECKPOINT
BE RESPONSIBLE
JAIL DEPENDENCY

BAR BEER WINE HANGOVER VODKA TEQUILA GIN JACK DANIELS LIQUOR
You are what you eat. Real food should contain ingredients you understand, satisfy your hunger, give you energy, fuel your body, and be natural.
The CORE

1. Create
2. Share a Smile
3. Stay Connected
4. Enthusiastically
Travel

- Explore the unbeaten path
- Try gross foods
- Talk to locals
- Wake up early
- Be spontaneous
- Put your camera down
- Laugh at yourself
- Get lost on purpose
Anxiety

It's all stress, fear, sweat, irritation, nausea, panic, cry, hide, fatigue, hard to breathe, shaking, to me.
Anxiety

stress
fear
sweat
irritation
nausea
panic
fatigue
cry
hide
shaking

It’s all hard to breathe

to me
guide to Good Hygiene

1. BRUSH your TEETH
2. wash your hands
3. Take Showers Often
   Maybe, once a day, even!
4. do your laundry
   and don’t let it sit in the wash until it gets smelly
5. ALWAYS (yes, always) USE SOAP
guide to Good Hygiene

1. BRUSH YOUR TEETH
2. wash your hands
3. Take Showers Often
   Maybe, once a day, even!
4. do your laundry
   and don’t let it sit in the wash until it gets smelly
5. always USE SOAP
Being 50

Speak Truth
Grow Your hair
Be inappropriate
Carpe Diem
Keep traditional Values

Embrace Change

Don't Be mature
Don't Cut your hair
Don't Follow the rules

Love Unconditionally
3 STEPS FOR SURVIVE A NAPocalypse

STEP 1: GET ARMED (AND TO USE)

STEP 2: AIM BRAIN NO PAIN

STEP 3: BLADES DON'T

DON'T HESITATE

KEEP HAIR SHORT AND CLOTHES FITTY

NO PLACE IS SAFE, ONLY SAFER

FIGHT OR FLIGHT
How to Survive A Zombie Apocalypse

1. Get Armed (and learn how to use it)
2. Aim for the head (no brain, no pain)
3. Don’t trust anyone

Keep your head, stay in peak physical condition, stay close to home, always be prepared.
Rules for Surviving Zombieland
How to Survive a Zombie Apocalypse
ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE

how to survive a

#1 Cardio
#2 Double tap
#3 Beware of bathrooms
#4 Seatbelts
#7 Travel light
#17 Don't be a hero
#18 Limber up
#22 When in doubt, know your way out
#31 Check the back seat
#32 Enjoy the little things
how to survive a ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE
Steps to channeling your inner Wednesday Addams:

- Hate everything
- Be prim in dress
- Be fascinated with death
- Don't have sadistic tendencies
- Be perky
- Be apathetic
- Revel in morbidity
- Dream of homicide
- Wear black until they make a darker color
- Be poetic
- Braids are a must
How to watch

Game of Thrones

Snacks
Choose a favorite character

Cry
Choose a new favorite character

Cry
Wait a year for a new season

Repeat
Surviving Cosplaying at a Convention

- Dress for the weather
- Try not to trip over your costume
- Make it affordable
- Know your character
- Be prepared for ships

Don't let your crazy friend pose you for photos
A ROADMAP TO 7 WAYS TO USE A COMMA

1. Use a comma to offset expressions that interrupt the sentence.
2. Use a comma between two or more adjectives that independently modify a noun.
3. Use a comma to offset non-essential clauses and non-essential participial phrases.
4. Use a comma to separate items in a list or series.
5. Use a comma to separate dates and addresses (ex. July 23, 2012 and Los Angeles, CA).
6. Use a comma before a conjunction words like well, then & they when they begin a sentence.
7. Use a comma after introductory words like well, then & they when they begin a sentence.
1. **Procrastination**
   - Remind yourself that the more fear you feel about a task, the more important it is to your personal growth.

2. **Limiting Beliefs of Others**
   - “That’s too hard,” “that will never work.” If everybody listened to the negative thoughts of others, nothing would ever get done.

3. **Bad Environment**
   - Jim Rohn once said, “You are the average of the five people you spend the most time with.” Don’t be afraid to cut out those who continually drag you down.

4. **Lack of Motivation**
   - Have a strong mental image of why you want to be successful. Always keep it in the back of your mind.

5. **Part-Time Dedication**
   - To be successful you have to work towards your goals consistently—not just when it’s convenient for you.

6. **Misusing Your Time**
   - Every minute wasted is another chance to move forward squandered.

7. **Lack of Specific Goals**
   - There are no lazy people—just people lacking goals.

8. **Settling for Less**
   - What makes you think you don’t deserve the best?

9. **Lack of Persistence**
   - The most successful people are often also the most persistent about reaching their goals.

10. **Fear of Failure**
    - All failures are lessons; stepping stones to be passed. You cannot grow without failing.
Just Survive Somehow

Endure Never Give up
Face Your Struggle

Strength No Limits
Obstacles

Survival Lose Your Grip
Evolve Will Through Sheer

DO\'T

Hope Determination
1) Choose your **television service**
2) Choose your **TV Show** to watch
3) Grab your **Favorite Snacks**
4) Get into your most **comfy clothes**

**How to prepare for a Binge Watching session**

5) Cancel **ALL** of your plans

6) **Enjoy your show!!**

*Please Binge Watch Responsibly*
If you get lost along the way, remember:

Desire

Motivation becomes motivation.

Dedication

Obstacles

Take you through detours.

Blood

Sweat

Tears

Conquer your fears.

Spend some time on hard work.

Eventually you will reach the road to success.
SALOMÉ:

Give me the head of Jokanaan.
HOW to be AN ARTIST

in 2 (easy) steps
pickup a pencil
& PRACTICE
The steps to becoming a Superhero

STEP 1
GET POWERS
(or be a ninja, billionaire, etc.)

STEP 2
LOSE A PARENT
(it has to happen)

STEP 3
REALIZE YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
(this comes with the power)

STEP 4
SAVE THE CITY
(or the world)
Click &

1. Select Manual
2. Adjust your Aperture
3. Choose the ISO
4. Zoom in
5. Tweak the Focus
BLANK
GET ASSIGNMENT
DRAWS
let it ferment
brainstorm
see it in your mind
sketch your ideas
experiment
reject that idea
doubt
back to the drawing board
lightbulb
move things around
use the grid
remember
design principles
clean it up
get feedback
tweak it some more
class critique
fine tune it
SUBMIT!
THE REAL GAME OF LIFE

- START
  - College
  - Join a fraternity
  - Buy a car
- Graduation
  - 4.0 GPA
  - Real job
- Payday
- Get married
- Baby boy
- Retire
- Grandkids
- Buy a house
- Twins
- Re-marry
- Divorce
- Homeless

- Go directly to jail
- D.U.I.
CLEAN
Soap
Shampoo
Condition
Sanitize

How to
Mount Wash!

Trim
Shower
Bubbles, Suds,

Scrub
Lather
Rinse
Repeat

Clean your room
Floss. Brush your teeth
how to be idle
be happy doing nothing

sleep in. meditate. disconnect.
skip work. take it easy. kill time.
throw out your schedule.
turn off your phone.
stop obsessing.
enjoy yourself.
Kale Shake

peel and chop pear
peel and chop ginger
seed and chop coconut
slice and chop cucumber
chop kale
chop garlic
chop ginger

blend it

drink it
STRAWBERRIES
BANANAS
CASHEWS
LEMON ZEST
VANILLA EXTRACT

STRAWBERRY
SHORTCAKE
SMOOTHIE

BLEND ALL INGREDIENTS
POUR IN A CUP
DRINK AND ENJOY!
Bodybuilding

Gym
Dumbbells
Barbells
Strength
Health
Protein
Power
Energy
Cardio
Pace
Stamina
Grinding
Fitness
Routine
Addiction?
BE YOURSELF

Internal Alignment
Know Your Personal Values
Choose Your Passions Carefully

Adjust Your Response Patterns
Pick Your Pain and Pleasure Paradigms
Cultivate Positive Beliefs About Yourself
Determine travel distance

MAKE SURE You HAVE A WATER SOURCE

LAND NORTH EAST WEST SOUTH

Match Scale of Map to Protractor

NEVER EAT WHEAT THAT IS SHREDDED

Plot and Find Grid Locations
Determine Surrounding Landmarks
Shoot The Azimuth

NAV
FEEL THE MUSIC THROUGH ALL YOUR BODY
ARGH!

These are not directions

(But follow them anyway)

---

I'm frustrated because I don't know what to do.

Don't read this sentence at least.

Please BLAH...

Do not follow the direction...

---
Directions to get LOST
A Ten Step Program

step 1: Turn off your GPS & Phone.

step 2: Throw away all your Maps.

step 3: Get in your car and start driving.

step 4: Take a left. You decide when.

step 5: Take some other turns.

step 6: Don’t stop yet.

step 7: Keep going.

step 8: A few more turns should help.

step 9: Keep going.

step 10: Enjoy!